
Multiple World Coordinate Systems for DEIMOS MosaiImagesS.L. Allen, De ClarkeUCO/Lik ObservatoryAbstrat. The Deep Extra-galati Imaging Multi-Objet Spetrograph(DEIMOS) under onstrution for Kek II will employ a detetor om-prised of a mosai of eight CCDs. World oordinate system (WCS) in-formation is needed for mapping between FITS pixels and many othersystems. To permit an arbitrary number of WCS mappings we extendthe FITS metaphor by plaing the WCS information in a FITS table. Forthe purposes of simulation and planning the sheme an be generalizedto aommodate mappings between non-FITS oordinates.1. WCS needs of the DEIMOS instrumentDEIMOS1 will be installed on the Nasmyth platform of the Kek II telesopein 1998. The instrument will sample a 16�5 ar-minute o�-axis region of thetelesope �eld for imaging and multi-slit spetrosopy. The slitmasks will bemanufatured from at metal sheets; these are urved ylindrially while in useto approximate the shape of the Nasmyth foal surfae. The detetor will be amosai of eight 2048�4096 pixel two-ampli�er CCDs.When examining data from the instrument the observer will need a real-time onversion from FITS pixels to numerous other oordinate systems. Dataredution pipelines and arhival data users will also need this WCS information.Coordinates of various CCD defets will be onstant per ampli�er and/or perhip. Vignetting e�ets will be onstant in the overall dewar foal plane. E�etsof the hexagonal Kek pupil depend on the telesope elevation and DEIMOSposition angle. Identi�ation of slitlets requires oordinates on the slitmask.Identi�ation of objets requires oordinates on the sky. The guide ameraFOV will sample subregions of the slitmask and CCD mosai. Identi�ation ofspetral features requires alulation of dispersion. For the sake of simpliityDEIMOS will use a single sheme for manipulating, transmitting, and arhivingall of the WCS mappings.2. Adaptation of existing WCS shemesA single WCS mapping is easily doumented using the formalisms of the originalFITS paper (Wells et. al 1981), and these formalisms are widely reognized by1http://www.uolik.org/�deimos/ 1



FITS image viewers. The eight-harater keyword name spae of FITS headerslimits the number of WCSs whih an be stored within an image HDU. Theonventions in the draft WCS proposal (Greisen & Calabretta 1996) permit up tonine di�erent mappings from FITS pixels to sky, and they store the informationin repeating groups of FITS indexed keywords. These draft onventions are notintended to provide the generality neessary for onversions from FITS pixel toinstrumental oordinate systems, nor do they address the issues of onversionbetween oordinates where neither system is FITS pixels.Some of the data produts from the DEIMOS mosai will need more thannine omplete WCS mappings. Our initial attempts to desribe these within theimage HDU involved keywords with unilluminating names onsisting largely ofindexing digits. The keywords were also inapable of handling the amount ofWCS data whih ould be generated by mosais more omplex than DEIMOS.As an alternative, we store the bulk of the WCS information in a separateFITS table assoiated with the image HDUs. This is similar to the sheme usedin the HST Data Arhive of WF/PC images2, but for DEIMOS we use standardFITS tables rather than adaptations of FITS random group parameters. Wethus avoid the problem of onsuming large amounts of the preious name spaeof indexed keywords in FITS headers.The DEIMOS design inludes a relational database (RDB) as an ativeomponent of its operation. The douments de�ning FITS tables (Harten et al.1988, Cotton et al. 1995) permit a very lose mapping between astronomialdata sets and RDB tables. We treat the separate WCS FITS table as an instaneof a RDB table. We treat the keywords in the image header as if they were �eldsfrom a single row of another RDB table (one example of suh a table would bethe header atalog of the NOAO Save the Bits3 arhive projet). We follow thepriniples of good RDB design (Date 1990) by avoiding the use of repeatinggroups of WCS information in the image HDU.3. Operational PriniplesConsider the simple ase of operation with only a single FITS array. The prin-ipal WCS, typially the sky, is stored in the image header. The WCS tableontains the same prinipal WCS as the �elds of one row, plus other rows withmappings from FITS pixels to various instrumental systems. In addition tothe �elds whih ontain the WCS information there is another �eld, WCS_DEST,whih serves as part of the primary key of the WCS table. Values for WCS_DESTan indiate a referene frame for the sky (e.g., FK5_2000) or for the instrument(e.g., SLITMASK). The user interfae will permit seletion of any desired WCSfrom a menu of available values of this key.Atual DEIMOS FITS �les will onsist of numerous IMAGE and TABLEextensions. Eah sub-raster readout region of eah CCD will be stored with aunique value of the keyword SRRID. A single WCS table will ontain mappings2http://arhive.stsi.edu/keyword/3http://iraf.noao.edu/projets/stb/ 2



for all the IMAGE extensions; it will inlude the olumn SRRID to serve asanother omponent of the primary key used to selet the WCS oeÆients.The WCS table ontains at least the following �elds: SRRID, WCS_DEST (asomposite primary key); CRPIXn, CRVALn, CDELTn, CTYPEn, CUNITn, CROTAn,CDi j, CDiiijjj, PCiiijjj, RADECSYS, EQUINOX, MJD-OBS (parameters for the WCS).Note that we an supply information as may be needed by both the traditionaland draft WCS spei�ations. We an also inlude additional �elds; e.g., a �eldwhih douments the provenane of the rest of the WCS information. Thusthe WCS table sheme permits arhival doumentation of arbitrary numbers ofWCS mappings for the FITS pixels of a given image.4. Extension to non-FITS oordinatesThe observation planning and simulation software for DEIMOS shares manyWCS requirements with the arhival FITS software. In partiular, slitmaskfabriation requires the mapping between CCDs, sky, and slitmask. Neither ofthe latter two of these systems is represented as FITS pixels. Beause there areeight separate CCDs it is impratial to implement the mappings from CCD tosky and CCD to slitmask as a two-step proess. Instead we intend to use theexisting WCS formalisms to enode mappings suh as the one between slitmaskand sky.The origin for these mappings is not an atual FITS image, and we mustspeify the information whih permits proper seletion and interpretation of thesimulation WCS tables. The �eld WCS_ORIG is added as another omponent ofthe primary key. WCS_ORIG spei�es the original referene frame whenever itdi�ers from FITS pixels. We always plae the sky on the WCS_DEST side of themapping, and pixels on the WCS_ORIG side. Thus we preserve the general senseof FITS WCS mappings. In the simulation WCS tables we must also providebounding information to serve the purpose �lled by NAXISn in atual images.And we inlude CCDLOC and AMPLOC to indiate individual elements of the CCDmosai.5. DisussionWork for the DEIMOS projet (Clarke & Allen 1997) has led us to explore var-ious other possibilities of employing FITS �les as portable instanes of RDBtables. We require only a few restritions on the struture of FITS tables andimage headers, and the attributes of RDBs provide interesting possibilities foruser interfaes. We �nd that this provides suÆient versatility to outweigh thedrawbaks of separating WCS information from the image HDU, and these sametables ontinue to perform their traditional arhival role. We are experiment-ing with a generi sheme for lassifying FITS keywords and table olumns asprimary keys and foreign keys. We expet that further examination of the rela-tionships between FITS tables and RDBs ould lead to general formalisms forgrouping FITS HDUs. 3
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